The Philip Course was considered by Fr Ricardo in 1990 as being an instrument to give or renew an experience of Jesus in the Familial Communities of Camparomo. The Philip Course promotes a relationship with Jesus in a direct way.

**Origin**
The Philip Course is an explicit announcement of the Kyryga, which produces an experience of salvation in those who welcome it. The objective of the course is to have a personal encounter with Risen Jesus to receive the new life. The person receives or renews the new life. New life is the fruit of a meeting with Jesus and of the seal of the Holy Spirit.

**What it is**
The Philip Course is the begining of a journey in which the objective is basic – to form witnesses. An evangeliser who has not experienced a meeting with the living Jesus who gives us the Holy Spirit cannot be a witness.

**Context**
Within the program of the formation of evangelisers the Philip Course is the begining of a journey in which the objective is basic – to form witnesses. An evangeliser who has not experienced a meeting with the living Jesus who gives us the Holy Spirit cannot be a witness.